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Personal experience at King’s
 outstanding record in bringing social science expertise to





bear upon important policy issues internationally, nationally
and locally
staff and students engage with external partners in
processes that range from devising and shaping research
questions to informing policy, practice and development
established links with government departments, public
policy bodies, and the public, private and third sectors
helped by the fact that the Faculty’s constituent
departments are not isolated in discipline-based silos, but
academic colleagues are grouped together round a broad
set of research themes.
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The assessment of impact as part
of REF 2014 was a significant new
burden for HEIs
Absolute costs – total and per
case study – are high
Proportionate costs - as a
percentage of QR funding – are
low and significantly lower than
RCUK ‘transaction costs’
HEIs drive costs through ‘gold
plating’
Reported start-up costs are
low, although training is a
significant contributor

We are agreed that research is
fundamental for
evidence-based policy
 Helping people to make well-informed



decisions about policies, programmes and
projects, by putting the best available
evidence from research at the heart of policy
development and implementation
Enlightening through making explicit what is
known through scientific evidence and
importantly what is not known
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Colleagues embrace the concept
of making a difference in the world
But
 there is also scepticism about the
Government’s agenda
 tensions exist between autonomy and
relevance
 many colleagues need help to achieve
impact and to demonstrate it
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Scepticism

 Confusion of impact and benefit
 Is it really in the public interest that we carry
out this expensive exercise?
 Underplays the intellectual intrinsic value of
academic research
 Influences can be subtle, incremental, long
term
 Over-emphasis on economic effects
 Concern about undermining ‘blue skies’
research
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Indicating an erosion of trust

 Universities are perceived to be self
indulgent and therefore they have to
demonstrate their ‘worth’
 Presumes a particular model of the purpose
of universities
 Sets up incentive systems which reward
certain types of behaviour
What are universities for? Stefan Collini
Penguin 2012
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Fallacy of accountability -

 Pseudo –objectivity
 That reporting on an activity guarantees
that something worthwhile took place
 Self-regulation is often seen as a cloak for
complacency or even corruption
 the lack of proper integration between the
building of an organisation’s capacity
through what we call ‘the performance
culture’ and tracking quantitative
achievement through the ‘measurement
culture’.
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Critical issue –
is how to measure the benefits

 We need to guard against “what can’t be
measured isn’t real”
 The danger with a measurement culture is
that excessive attention is given to what
can be easily measured, at the expense of
what is difficult or impossible to measure
quantitatively even though this may be
fundamental.
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The gross national product does not allow
for the health of our children, the quality of
their education, or the joy of their play; it
does not include the beauty of our poetry or
the strength of our marriages, the
intelligence of our public debate or the
integrity of our public officials. It measures
neither our wit nor our courage, neither our
wisdom nor our learning, neither our
compassion nor our devotion to our country,
it measures everything in short except that
which makes life worth while.
Robert Kennedy Hong Kong April 2015
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Hitting the target but missing the
point
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Audit Commission report
 “What makes a target ‘good’ is not just the
way a target is expressed—it’s about the
way it was derived, the extent to which
service users were involved in its
development, the extent to which it helps to
achieve policy objectives, the extent to
which it has the support of the staff whose
efforts will achieve it, the quality of the data
used to measure its achievement, and the
clarity and transparency of its definition”
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Concern that impact assessment
feeds a competitive environment

 Important aspect of intellectual activity is
voluntary co-operation
 Collaboration stimulates creativity
 Need to ensure incentives do not pull
against this
 The push for competition is fed by
comparative data (leagues tables)
 Undervalues the richness of diversity
particularly across the disciplines
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How to balance relevance and
autonomy

 Who sets the agenda?
 How do we ensure that the short term does
not always take priority over the long term
more important and possibly more complex
issue?
 Asking uncomfortable questions and getting
uncomfortable answers
 Ensuring academics are trusted but not
captured
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How do we support academic
colleagues who seek to maximise the
benefits of their research?

 Policy Institute @King’s





Training sessions on the policy process
Marriage brokering
Marriage counselling
Fostering policy understanding and analysis

 Improving support systems at the early
stages of research
 Providing seed money to build relationships
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The Policy Institute at King’s - Achieving our mission

 Mobilising policy impact
Mission:
Improving evidenceinformed policy & practice
by facilitating
engagement between
academic, business and
policy communities
around current and future
policy needs in the UK and
globally

- Policy briefs and reports
- Targeted events

Achieved through

Building partnerships & skills
- Policy Idol
- Fellowships

Delivering policy analysis
- Commissioned studies
- Policy research units

Research measurement has
many aims
Analysis

Allocation

Advocacy

Accountability

Accountability and the social
contract

Advocacy and making an (evidence based)
case for research

“Used as evidence as part of the
preparation for the spending review and
will be in the foreseeable future” –
Science Minister
“few studies that have made a genuine
attempt to objectively assess the
economic returns of research” –Nature
Editorial

Allocation of research funds
For the first time in REF 2014 research impact was
included as part of the assessment process

Impact is defined as ‘any effect on, change or
benefit to the economy, society, culture, public
policy or services, health, the environment or quality
of life, beyond academia’
Quality of research outputs
65%

Impact of
research
20%

Research
environment
15%

c£200m pa year of QR funding will depend on the impact
assessment

Analysis of cases studies to inform
research policy
Topic modelling:
in corpus of documents

identify hidden thematic structures or topics

Keyword in context: identify keywords displayed within
surrounding context
Information extraction: automate extraction of specific words
(nouns) such as countries

Qualitative analysis: read and hand-code samples of case studies
21

Take home messages
 Know why you are measuring research
• What is the objective of the research evaluation?

 Use a ‘multi-method, multi-dimensional’
approach
• Don’t rely on one method (e.g., bibliometrics)

 (Research) measurement is not easy
• No one has the answer

 Need to move from advocacy to accountability
• Need ‘science of science’ to understand what works
• Need a practical evidence base for science policy
• Need to ‘walk the talk’

denise.lievesley@kcl.ac.uk

